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Report· of the Executive CommiHee
of. the Communi-st International
(Comrade Zinoviev)Zinoviev: Comrades, first of all I must report on the proletarian republic and the Communist Party which is fighting
activity of our Executive during the period intervening between against the bourgeoisie. From our communist viewpoint it ia
the III. and the IV. Congresses, and then discuss the future activity perfectly clear that the Communist International is of the greatof the Communist Irtternational. Accordingly, I shall divide my est importance for Soviet Russia, and vice versa. It is utterly
report into two parts between which we may have an internal ridiculous to ask who is the exploited, who the subject and who
if necessary.
the object. The Republic and the International are as the founI have embodied the facts and figures concerning the dation and the roof of a building, they belong together.
activity of the Executive durinf the past 15 months in an article
The situation wiih which we were faced during the last
which has appeared in severa languages. Therefore I will riot year, was taken advantage of by our opponents, in order to fight
refer again to these matters.
against the idea of the proletarian dictatorship in generaL The
We have two questions to consider: firstly, whether our entire II. International endeavoured to use the Russian famine
Executive has carried out the decisions of the III. Congress in for a campaign agains-t ihe Communist International
the right way, and secondly whether these decisions themselves
' A s~al feature of their campaign was the assertion that
were correct. This is all the more necessary since much material the Communist International was only a weapon of the Soviet
bas accumulated during the 15 months, which we had not at Republic.
·
our disposal before.
The Russian Soviet Republic is such a great international
Let us now consider the situation at the end of the factor, that no one can possibly ignore it. It is only a question
III. Congress, which was a determining factor in our entire on which side of the barricade one takes up his position_ Let me
policy. Immediately after the III. Congress, it became evident give you as an illustration from the recent events the letter of
that world capitalism had begun a ~ell organized and syste- Clynes, the leader of the British Labor Party. I believe that
matic offensive against the working class throughout the world. most of you have read that letter. Mr. Clynes, one of
The working class was, sot o speak, beating a ret~at. A large the best known leaders of recent years, has addressed.
number of very important strikes on a large scale iook place a letter to the Soviet Republic which has now been published.
throughout the world during the last 15 months of our achvity. In this letter Clynes proposes that the Soviet Republic should
In examining somewhai closely the results of these strikes, we endorse as soon as possible the agreement with Mr. Urquhart
must admii that the majorit)' of them ended in the defeat of the (which you all know) in order that the Labor Party should
workers. These strikes were m the nature of a capitalist offensive. have a better chance of success at the coming general election_
The economic Organizations of the working class have become Mr. Clynes assured· us thai he was speaking. not for himself
less numerous. There were in 1920, 25,000,000 members in the alone but on behalf of all his colleagues. Though Great Britai~
trade unions.• In 1922 ihe trade unions had only 18,000,000 is a big capitalist imperialist power, nevertheless the general
members, and I am not quite sure if even this figure is not election in that country is closely connected with the situation of
exaggerated. This fact alone shows us the difficult position of Soviet Russia. The Labor Party, one of the important Parties
or rather the most important Party in the II. International,
the working class during the period covered by this report.
The position of Soviet Russia during this period must "be cannot ignore this situation in Russta and must take sides, but
taken into account. I need not remind you, that immediajely after on whose behalf, on which barricade? The answer is-on the
the conclusion of the III. Congress that famine on a large scale ' side of Mr. Urquhart, on the side of the bourgeoisie. Therefore,
was beginning in Russia. This was not quite evident during we think that when the II. International is accusing the III. Inthe III. Congress, but immediately· after its conclusipn we had ternational of being nothing but an appendix and a weapon of
to address the workers of the whole world on behalf of the Soviet Russia we can justly say that neither can the II. InterExecll'tive of the Communist International asking support for national brush aside the Russian Soviet Republic, but must take
the Russian proletariat during the famine year. This fact had it into account. The only difference is that the II. International
enormous political consequences. You are aware that we have is endeavourin_g to make use of the proletarian Soviet Republic
been accused of using the International as a weapon of the for the benefit of the bourgeoisie and not for that of the
Russian Soviet Repubfic. There are even some " friends" who proletariat.
As I said before, the famine in . Soviet. Russia served f~r
make this assertion. It is of course self-evident tha.t tbere is
· and there ought ·and must be an interaction between the first the II and 2% Internationals as a startmg poult for an energetic
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campaign of all their parties against the ~II. International, and
we are obliged to admit that this campaign was succes~ful ~o
a considerable extent. To the nonparty workers, lackmg m
political training, to be faced with the fact that famine reig~ed
in the first Soviet Republic and that the life of the Russian
workers and peasants was one of suffering and hardship,
amounted to a great disappointment in the revolution in general.
One can be annoyed at this, but one cannot refuse to understand
it · Considering the condition in which the work1ng masses found
themselves after the war, this was inevitable. It was certainly
very dishonest on The part of our opponents t? .make use of ?Ur
misiorlunes for they must have known the ongm of the famme.
They must 'have known th11;t the tJ:aitors i!l the. I~ and the 2Yt
Internationals and the entJre taches of 1mpenahsm were the
chief culprits. It was evident however. fr?m the start that !he
II International would make use of th1s 111 the struggle wh1ch
it ·has been carrying on against us, and it has indeed done so.
To recapitulate, the positi?n of i!Je Comm~;~nist lntermtional, as well as that of the first Soviet Republic has been
a v:ry difficult one .this year, and our unscrupulous opponents,
the II and 2% Internationals, endeavoured to make use of it to
our detriment, achieving a certain amount of success in this
attcnJ1Jt.
- As already state~,. the strikes were in t~e. nature. of an
()ffensive of the bourgeoiSie. I do not want to tire you with too
many tables and ~igures .(this can be don~ in. a pamphlet), but
I will use as an Illustration a country which IS of the greatest
importance to us in the question of the united front, I refer to
France. The French comrades. were the most decided opponents
of the united front tactics. Matters are different now. It seems
to me however, that should our French comrades criticising so
violently .the Communist International, have taken into consid~ra
tion the figures I am going to quote they would have certamly
been obliged to express themselves in favour of the united front.
The number of workers engaged in strikes in France which
might be termed offensive strikes, i. e., strikes for raising the
working class level of existence, for higher wages, etc., has
been as follows: in 1915 that is during th~ war, only S.Of!O~
workers in France. participated in offensive stnkes. In 1916 (shll
during the war) their number rose to 37,000, in 1918 to 131,000,
in 1919 to 1,053.000, and in the first half of 1920 it dropped to
628 roo. From 'that time the strike curve began to ~o down.
In the second half of 1920 only 57,000 workers ~artic1pated in
offensive strikes and in 1921 the year under cons1deratwn now
only 9,000 workers.
As against that we have in the first 8 months of 1921,
160CCO French workers participating in def.ensive strikes. This
means that in the years 1921-22, the offensive of capitalism was
most acute and compelled the French working class. to confine
itseif to defensive strikes, being too weak for an offensive agamst
the bourgeoisie which had then launched its attack all along
the i!ne.
I am of the opinion that this was the deciding factor in
FraEce as well as in other countries in the question of the
united 'front tactics. If our French friends had paid attent~on
to these figures and had studied the development of the .strike
movement in their own country a little more closely, I am sure
that they would, from the beginning have relinquished their
opposition to the united front.
Such was the general situation from the beginning of our
activity and all during .the P.Criod covered by ~his report. ~he
III Congress for the f1rst time sharply rer.mdtated the tactics
of the so-called left elements, such as the K. A. P. - the semianarchist groups on the one hand, and of the right groups
on the other hand. I want to remind you of the Levi group
to which we had to devote some attention at the III Congress.
Then there was the Italian Socialist Party figuring very prominently at the III Congress. We realised then that the formation
of truly communist parties had only just begun. The III ConJress left us the well known watchword "to the masses', and
m the resolution on tactics it set before us the task of winning
over the majority of the working class and rousing and drawing
into the struggle the most important social sections· of the
proletariat.
The slogan of the United Front first formulated by our Exe.
c:utive in December 1921 was the direct outcome of this general
Bituation. I believe, comrades, that now, after two sessions of
the Enlarged Executive-which were in reality small worl1 congresses-we have progressed so far that even in France the
Communists as well as the Syndicalists gave up the opposition
to the united front, so that a lengthy discussion of the matter
\Vill not be necessary at this congress. It is clear that our
Executive was right when, in December 1921, it issued the slogan:
"To the Masses", adopting the policy of the United Front.
All our strategy has been nothing but the practical application
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of the United Front to the concrete situation in each oounfrY..
And I wish to state now that in my opinion this tactic will
have to be adhered to during the commg year or coming years.
The United Front was really the·first international campaign
which the International attempted on a large scale. You know
that we have insisted that the Communist International must
be an International of action, an International of work, a centralized International Communist World Party, etc.. This is an
absolutely right principle, and we must abide by it. But we
re0uire years and years in order to carry it out thorough1y.
It is comparatively easy to adopt a resolution to this effect,
but it is a much harder task when it comes to practical work.
Even the attempt to carry out an international membership
week-an undertaking which really differs very little from similar
attempts by the Second International-failed because our Parties
are still too heterogeneous, because our Parties are in many
cases not yet communistic and have still much of the Social
Democratic spirit in them, because their organization is defi.
cient, because it is a hard task generally to organize international action. During the past year we have attempted several
international campaigns, as the campaign for Famine Relief,
the campaign in connection with the S.l{. Trial. Amon!" these
the campaign for the United Front. was of special importance.
And it must be frankly stated that this campaign did not proceed
without much hindrance. We shall speak of this at greater
length when we come to the special points of the agenda.
It has appeared that some groups in our Communist International are trying to bring too many of the customs of the
Secona International into the Third. I believe, comrades that
we cannot regard what happened in France without protest.
At the time when the Communist International should have
been a centralized world organization of the proletariat, when
the International was starting a wide campaign against Amsterdam in connection with the United Front, at that time an iron
discipline, or, at any rate ordinary proletarian discipline should
have prevailed in our ranks which however was not the case.
I must say that what the french, and partly also. the ltal!an
parties have· done was a hmdrance to the Internahon!ll actiOn
which our organization had planned. We should see th1s clearly
and adopt the necessary measures tG meet the situation. This
campaign was politically very important, but it was not such
as would vitally affect hundreds of thousands Gf comrades. But
when campaigns such as these meet with so many hindrances
there is cause to fear that in times of greater crises similar
disturbances may occur.
Comrades, I believe that it will be best if in my report on .. -activity of the Executive I take country by country. Allow me
to preface this by the following general observation. The greater
the portion of the old social-democratic movement which we had
taken over into our ranks, the greater the remainder ~f ce!ltrism
and social democratism we have had io contend With m our
party. You will be able to see that clearly from my review of
\the situation.
I begin with Germany. Germany stood in the centre of our
debates at the Third World Congress. The situation of the
German Party at the time of the Third World Congress was
verv difficult, as you know. Our enemies spoke ~f complete
disintegration, too many of our friends were hypnotised by the
temporarily difficult situation. of the German Party. T_he Executive is proud that it has been able to. render effechve heln
to the German Party in the solution of its severe crisis. I believe
that we· can maintam in all truth and without exaggeration that
our German Party is one of the strongest and best organized
parties at this Congress . (naturally, comparatively spe~king J,
and has the clearest pohhcal outlook. Thts should sr1ve us
encouragement today when so many of our larger parties f.ind
themselves in similar difficulties. The French Party is the ob1eci
of the greatest pessimism for many of the meinbers of this
Congress. I believe, however, that the example of the -German
Party should suffice to quiet the fears of this Congress, and
I can say that if this Congress acts judiciously, we will be able
to render help to the French Party and strengthen lts position.
The political situation in Germany IS revQ}utionary, and favorable
to the only true revolutionary party itfi"'ermany, that is our
Communist Party. The union of the Independent Socialist Party
and the Socialist Party of Germany which we had predicted in
Halle has become a fact. I remember that in Halle after the
well-known historical vote, when we took the occasion in the
concludin~ speech to say that nothing remained for the Ri~ht
but to jom the Social Democracy, a gn~at deal of indignatiOn
was aroused. Everybody said that this was brazen demagogy,
etc. One need not have been a proJ?het to predict this. It was
quite clear tfiat at this period of CIVil war he who would not
pass over to Communism must join Social Democracy. This is
JUSt what has happened.
_
Comrade Lenin was right when he said in his telegram of
greeting to the Congress that the union of the Second and
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Twe-and-a-half Internationals marks. an. advance in the revo- · report without touching upon. it.· A. few months ago I wrote
lH~~oiiary movement.. Less fiction, less lies; fewer illusions are
an. article under the iitle. of: 14 The. Birth of a Communist
LeX:'· for the working class. I believe that in ..Germany we
Party". In that article I stated that the birth of a Coinmunist ·
V: !J ~CDn. realise that thi~ q11i0n has actually been an advantage
Party was quite ~ difficult matter. Yet, on considering the
fo.· cu•· movement. We know that for such old time revolutionists
course of even~s smce the. Party Congress in Paris, one must
r.2 I c;c:etour in Germany there· are buttwo ways: either to join say that the b1rth of a Communist Party in France presents
th:: Communist or the social democrats. The .German proletariat
even greater difficulties than might have been anticipated. There
wiJ Le abte. to see in a few· months whiCh way it will. choose. · you have the formula I have made: 14 the greater the·number
of. Social Dem<><:ratic elements won over by us from the old
\'/r.,£11 l ask myself, what Parties have best applled. the policy
of. the United Front, I find they are the German and the Party!: the greater are the difficulties that we· have to overC~~d10-Slovak parties,-comp~ratively . seeaking of. course. ~e . come ', in the most concrete form. This you w'lJ have occasion
hs..veoften seen that our German Party did not always emphasise to observe also in Norway, and perhaps also in some other
sufficienty the independence of our line of. action; for with cou!ltr_ies. In France we suddeno/. won over to our side the
11:s. the insistence upon the independence ·of communist agitation
maJ?rdy of the old Party, .and Jt now ·requires a good deal
is the main thing. It Was not always succe!lsful in· this. But in of time ~fore we. sha~l have overcome all the ailments arising
geri.eral, the Ge!ffilln Par.ty ~as well applied these ta~ics. Strikes, out ~f this. The sJ.tuatJOn was closely watched by the Executive
sucn ~s. the railroad str1ke m. Germany are a class1cal example and Its repre~entahves, som~ of whom _like Humbert-Droz, spent
of the right application. of the policy of the United ·Front: half a. year m France: ThiS observatiOn goes to show-let us
this strike was also a ptoof that every economic strike usually be quite frank .about ·It-that we have to look for quite a lot
of _clem~ts for a Communist Party in the ranks of the Syndigl;G'NS into a political one. I have read an article of the German
'' );'.!emational" stating that ·the Fourth Congress will have ~ahsts,· m the ranks of the best part ·of the Syndicalists. This
to s~y clearly what is coming in. Germany next? Will it be IS strange, but true.
:::.:: 21·iod of inc~ssing. econ<>tJ:~ic conflicts o~ of political conflic~s?
The tradition of the French movement is such that even
c c Dtll the .question. this w~y ts absolu~ely mcorrect. ·The· commg . now-in 1922; after· 2 years of the existence of a Communist
Friod will· be one of increased econonuc conflicts, and also of · Partv,-we have to state tha.t we have in France a good number
nicreased political struggle. The railroad· strike has clearly shown of Cotiununists who will be the best elements of our future
that almost every economic confliCt may turn into a political Communist Party and who are still outside the ranks of the .
conflict.
·
Party, in the ranks of the Trade Unions. And I thirtk it is one
You have heard of the Shop. Stewards M()vement which has just of the most important tasks of our Congress and of the French
bep;un and which will doubtless have a great future The social · C.omroission to .bring into our ranks . these truly. proletarian
democrats have accused· our Party· of intending to call a Con- and truly revolutionary an~ Communist elements. The tradition ,
gress of the Shop Stewards and then plaee Germany before· 2n · in France is such that the Party is considered as a Party of
accomplished fact, as the Bolsheviki did in 1917 with the Con- "politieans ",·.and it must be regretfully· admitted .that such view
gre¥ of Soviets (the Bolsheviki however, had already wrenched is not held· without reason.
the power from the bourgeoisie) .. I am sorry to say that the
At the Third Congress we did not adopt a sufficiently critical
German Party does not merit . this accusation, or rather this
compliment. The Communist Party of Germany is not strong attitude towards the French Party. It was so young at . the
enough to be able to carry out what the Bolsheviki had done in time, and the Congress had much other work in hand. Perhaps
it was a blunder on the part of the Executive this might readily.
1917. 'But this campaign will be of the greatest importance
be admitted-nevertheless it is a fact that we applied too little
for the consolidation of our·. ranks.:
crit~cism to the French Party at the Third Congress, and it proved
· Out German Party has not grown very much numerically.
a disadvantage to the French party.
It is one of the cliaracteristic features of the .movement this
·~
As late as 3 or 4 months ago the leaders of the French Party .
,. year that those parties whose in.fluence upon· the masses increased,
did not grow numerically in the same proportion. There· were maintained towards the Exeeutive an attitude of £riticism from
various reasons for this, such as unemployment, the poverty of the Left Wing. They criticised the tactics of the United Front·
the proletarian who cannot afford to pay the minimum dues to as being opportunist. I do not know whether there were many
the Party. There were also pQ}itical causes which we may best members of the Communist International who were naive enough
observe in Germany. No one will deny that the influence of to imagine that the French Party was really criticising from
a left point of view. I do not thmk so. It is a good thing at
our German Party has considerably increased. Nevertheless its
number has not grown very much. I 'once. said at a meeting of any rate that such times are gone.
the Russian Communist Party that Germarry must advance the
· The French Party had failed to apply the tactics of the
slogan of raising its membership to a million.
Cqmmunist International in a country where it was particularly
dictated by circumstances. I have already quoted some figures
Sec on d S i tt in g.
on the strikes in Fra:nce; These figures go to show that when
But this will be no easy matter. I do not mean to say that the Party understood the real movement of the masses, the real
the proletarian revolution should. be postponed until we shall proletarian movement, it understood also the United Front,
have attained those' millions. In this connection I recollect that the tactics,· the advocacy of which should be made the poitit of
contact with the masses. The bourgeoisie in France. is conducthe Russian Party at the outbreak of the proletarian revolution
had at most 250,000 members; the German Party is already ting a systematic campaign against the 8-hour day, and it
stronger numerically than was the Russian . Party m 1917. But must ~ frankly recognised that the Exerutive failed in its efforts
you may rest assured that the break up of the German Social to induce our Party to initiate. a systematic counter-. campaign.
Democracy will go oo at a more rapid pace than some of us Our !lttempts ~o. inaugurate a. campaign in Frll:nce for th.e 8-hom~
·
anticipate. It is true that differences of~ opinion still prevail day m the spmt of flte Umted Front has s1gnally failed.
in· our German Party, there are still many questions to ~
Let me recall to your mind the last general strike that took
. fought out, such as the question of the program, on which the place in France. In this respect. also. we must _freely speak
last session of the Central Committee was not quite unanimous. our minds. It was our usual expenence m France m the course
But on comparing the movement now with what it was fourteen
of 1918 to see a declaration of a strike on the Sunday and
inop.ths ago,,we mairttain that the German Party has taken a Monday of every week.. But nobo?y !ook any notice. of i!. Those
gigantic step forward. .If events are not entirely misleading, were in the worst days of Synd1cahsm, and I beheve It sh_ould
the path of the proletarian revolution in Russia leads through be one of the most important tasks of our Party to eradtca!e
Oermany. Thus the healing of all feuds in our Party in Germany this· tradition. · Unfortunately, our Party bas Pf;rpetuated thts
·is of first-class importance, In Germany we have only two unwholesome tradition. Tbe general strike to wh1ch the French
Parties: as to. the Ledebour group we prophesy that within a few workrrs were called a few weeks ago was fore~ ~Y,, a very .small
months it will either go over to the. Communists or disappear
roup of anarchists. Our newspaper "- Humamte , fhe bw;2:est
altogether. We can afford to wait for events to decide thems- [ abor newspaper in France was made use of to urge the wommg
elves. It is clear that in Germany we have only two parties of class to declare the strike at a time when our Pa~ty was total_ly
- importance and the future shall belong to our Party.
unprepared. We must draw the proper conclusiOns ~rom the
Communication between the Executive and the German Party incident and never again allow repetition. The workmg class
was of the best, if not ideal. There were many shortcomings, finds it~elf in a very tragic position. There is !eally no e~cuse
due in part to the fault of the Executive and partly to that of for· a Party which is a section of our Commu~t~t. Internat!onal
the German Party. However that may be, communications were allowing such a strike, incurring grave responstb!ltty upon tlself
.
·
fairly good, and practically no polihcal event wa:s allowed to and. upon the Intematwnal, to take place..
pass without an exchange of views between the Executive and
The Frehch Party has again at its last Congress conf:t:mzd
the 21 conditions. I had somewhat forgotten these 21 condth£;1S,
~he ~erman Party.
.
and. to-day I• had occas_il?n to. r~ad them over one~ more. t,h~
, ! now turn to France. We will yet have some special comment
:to make upon· this subject. But l cannot pass on in my general first of these 21 condttwns stipulates th?,t th~ I ress shot.ld
.

I
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be truly Communistic. I must .declare it openly that this first
of the 21 conditions has not been carried out in France. 41 Hu..;
manite" strives to be a Communist newsp~J:>er, but it is still far
from being such. It has a very· large circulation and has
rendered brilliant services in many respects-this should be
admitted-but it is not yet a Communist neWSJ?apet, and the
Fourth Congress should begin by enforcing thts first of the
21 conditions, and I hope it will succeed.
In France, as you know, we now have. three tendencies .
and. two minor tendencies. I am not going to describle these
tendencies in detail. Taken as a whole they amount to centrism,
or as we have already said: it is a centre without centrists.
This we have both said and written. Perhaps this is a little too
complimentary to the French. They .are not perfectly centrist,
although a pretty good background of Centrism is there plainly
enough. Thus we have both a centre and centrism. We must
now attempt to retain the centre while ejecting centrism. It is
mostly the leaders who came over to our side from the old
Party,· who, while rendering great service to the Communist
International have not yet got rid of the old Adam of social
democracy. On reading Comrade Marcel Cachin~s latest articles
on nte Trade Unions one must say that these articles are not
written any better than the article of Verfeuil whom we expelled
at the Paris Congress.
The second tendency pursues a middle course; I refer to
the Renotilt Group. Hert; we must say that we find al!l.o~g them
s~me v~ry good proletanans, of whom many have cnf!Clsed the
tactics of the United Front from a sincere Left Wing p6int of
view, but who eventually became convinced of the correctness of
our tactics and will come back to us.
The third tendency is really Communist. We will accept
everything that they have done, although at the Paris Congress
they committed big mistakes.
Personally I regard the resignation of our responsible
comrades of the Left as a big mistake, but we must say that this
group deserves the moral support of the Communist International,
and we will not deny it t~ them. Thi~ group began the fight
for the United Front; the}". have made many mistakes, but f,hey
were the only ones who really defended the Marxist policy of the
United Front in Francr and brought it to victory.
I must tell you comrades that from our first conferences
with our comrades we became convinced that a split was
avoidable, and the Comintern will naturally do all in its power
to prevent a split. But this example shows us clearly how
difficult is the birth of the Communist Party. Just think of this
comrades: the French Party has not yet carried out a single mass
ac:ion, think of what will happen when they attempt one. I remind
you of the fact that the first real conflict of the German Communist Party came after an action had been attempted. Whether
the action was good or bad makes no difference, the fact remains
that a real conflict began with a mass action. The action was
a cure for the Party, it saved it; it was also the beginning
of a new conflict within the Party. Prophesies are out of place,
but when it comes to a real movement, to a real mass action,
when it becomes a question of life and death, then we will see
a real crisis in the French Party, then will we see who actually
belongs to the Communist Party and who does not.
It is not the task of the Congress to my mind, ·to spare
anybody as the Third Congress did, but to recognize facts and
to give moral support to those comrades who are true Communists. This does not mean that we will expel the other comrades from the lilternational, but we must make clear to them
what they lack, we must show them clearly what a real Communist is.
. · I now come to Italy. The example of the Italian Party
should be a classical example of the policy of .the Communist
Parties and the Communist International. If ever a true A. B .C.
of the tactics of the Communist Parties is to be written, the
most. important chapter, the most important. example, would be
furmshed by Italy. It is not the classical .land for a Communist
movement, but nevertheless we Sj!e much happening there with
classical inevitability. From that we see that Italy is . on the
eve of revolution. In the fair of 1920 Italy presented the most
advanced Communist movement. Our conffict with Italy at that
time was not that we told the Italian comrades to make a
revolution immediately. The Communist International has never
dem~nded thi~ of the Italian Party. Theoretically speaking it is
possible that If our party had won power in the fall of 1920 the
case of Hungary might have repeated itself. I doubt it, but it is
not impossible. It may be that if the workers had seized power
in 1920, Italy .would have gone the way of Hungary. We have
never demanded from the Italian comrades that they must make
a revolution. 1 Perhaps it was true that the time was not ripe

for the seizure of PQwer.• If. :t,}j.e majority ac<;epted this stand1 ,
point, we would not have been justified in treating with the
Italian Socialist Party on tha:t account.
The cause of the break was not that they did not want,
to seize power. . Our sta:ndpoint was, that the situation was
revolutionary, and that m! must be prepared for all eventualitie~.
the reformists had to . be eliminated as a preliminary to the
building up of a real revolutionary party. This is wl)y we
.demanded the expulsion of those who sabotaged the revolution;.
but the Communist International did not in the fall of 1920
demand that the Italian working class rise and seize power.
Another claim is historically false. You know that D' Arragona
has openly confessed that the reformists remained in the Party
to prevent the revolution. That is why they had to be expelled.
It was only a question. of preparing the Party for a possible
revolution, but not of making an immediate revolution.
'
.
As you know, the majority of the Italian Party refused
to fulfil the demand· of the International.. They did not wish
to build a revolutionary party or to break with these agents
of the bourgeoisie. These words " agents of the bourgeoisie"
have caused much, excitement; .our friends in Italy shed tears
of blood over tactlessnes because in a telegram I senf' I called.
the reformists "agents of the bourgeoisie",, but after D' Arragona's confession I. believe that th(s will be too mild an expression
to describe these gentlement. I can think of no more diplomatic
way of describing them. The reformists, these agents of the'
bourgeoise, remained in the Italian Party and did all in their
power. to pre.vent a Revolution and to deliver the working class
to the counter-revolution.
Our Italian comrades do not agree among themselves as
to whether what has recently happened irr Italy is a· coup d'etat;
or a corriedy. It might be both: Historically, it is a comedy, in
a :Few months this will turn to the advantage of the ItaHan
working class, but for the time being it is quite a serious change;
an actual counter"revolutionary act. The fault of our Italian
comrades is not; that they did not make a revolution in 1920;
bitt that they have permitted accomplices of the bourgeoisie to
remain in the Party •and betray the working class into the hand~
of the Fascisti.
. You know the policy of the Executive. You know that the.
question of whether the Party had acted rightly or not . at
Leghorn has been much debated at different congresses. I believe
that it is clear now that we acted properly at Leghorn and in the
following year. Our I tali an Communist Party has often acted against
the policy of the Executive on the Italian question. I believe,
however, comrades, that we were justified, that at the moment
it was necessary to break definitely with the Italian Socialist
Party, for if we had not done so the Communist International
would have been lost. But from the moment we saw that the
members of the Italian So.cialist Party recognized 'their faults and
wished to rectify them, we could not but do everything to facilitate
their return to the Communist Internaional. It is quite dear that
whatever happens the majority 'of the workers will leave the
Maximalisls and join the Communists ill the coming months. And
since they will belong to our Party, it is our duty to make it easy
for them to return to the International. It is the function
of the Communist International, which, having seen its error,
wishes to . return to our fold. Of course we must ·demand
guarantees, and we will do so. The things that have happened
in the Italy must never happen again. We must have sufficient
guarantees to that effect. Nevertheless we must do everything to
reunite with these comrades.
I hear that many comrades in France believe that it might
not be such a dangerous act to break with the Communis.t
International. " They may abuse us a little, they say", but
they are sure to invite us again to the Fifth or the Sixth Congress
and to reunite with us. The comrades are thinking of the
case of Italy. What shall we say to this? Those who speak so,
forget that during this time the Italian Party has been destroyed.
and the Italian working class delivered into the hands of the
Fasci!lti. These comrades see things only from the personal
standpoint. They think: we shall be expelled today, but tomorrow
or after a year we will be able to return and begin our work
again. The fact that in f.he meantime the Party and the working
class may be destroyed, is a minor point for them. I believe that
this is the conception of only· a few isolated persons. The majority of the French Party is incapable of holding such ideas.
The lesson of the Italian Communist Party does not consist
in that one or another of its leaders had fought us for two
years, and ihen came back to Moscow; that is a secondary
matter. The lesson lies much deeper. The lesson is that if you
give a finger to the reformists they will take the whole hand.
Those who commit such errors must lead their party to
destruction and cause the greatest harm to the working class
of their country.
We are certain to hav,e differences not only
with
.
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the Maximalists, but also with HaRan Communists. In certain
questions we are not of the same opinion; 1 hey have adopted
a program which is not Marxist. We Mve criticised and rejected
it. Yet these conceptions are still deeprooted in the Italian Party.
It is still tinged with absenteeism. Our friend Bordiga lias won
great merits in the Italian movement. The comrades have fought
liravely. Under most difficult circumstances they did everything
possible to keep the banner of the Communist International flying.
We must acknowledge these merits, especially of comrade Bordiga;
• nevertheless we must say that our opinions differ very much from
theirs. The tinge of absenteeism still remains. Bordiga no longer
advocates anti-parliamentarianism, he has given up these views,
hut the spirit of anti:'parliamenfarianism still remains. We see
it in the manner in which the party conducted the united front
~~~

.

The tactic of the United Front was conducted by the
Italian Party from the standpoint that it was admissible only on
the economic field, but not on the political. We consider this a
mistake: ·The tactic applies to both- fields. We were too late in
applying the United Front tactic in Italy, and we were also late
in raising the slogan of the Labor Government. I personally
erred in not conceding to comrabe Bordiga's request to allow the
discussion of the Italian question at the last meeting of the
Enlaged Executive Committee. That was a mistake. There
ought to have beerf an open discussion.
Nevertheless we regard the Italian Communist Party as
one of the best and bravest in the Communist International. It
is precisely at this most difficult moment that the .party will show
of what it is capable. Today I read an illegal manifesto issued
by the Italian Communist Party, and I have also received the first
illegal manif€sto·of the central or~an of our party. This proves
that the Italian party has not laid down its arms even in the
most difficult moment. ·
·
We have appointed an Italian Commission. It will have
to deal with two matters: 1) the unification of the party, and
2) organization of our forces during this epoch of Fascism. We
do not know how long this epoch will last, but we must prepare
for the worst.
·Now about Czecho-Slovakia. In Czecho-Slovakia the [·:ecutive, of course with the help of the Party as a whole, l:as
successfully .achieved unity. At the tjme of the Third <;:ongress we
had two parties and several groups in Czecho-Slovakia. It was
somewhat doubtful as to whether unity could be organized in this
country, where national problems play such an important part.
But we have succeded. We neglected certain opportunities in the
Trade Unions. Nevertheless our party has succeeded in rallying
the largest section of the trade unions under the red flag. We
must say, that the united front tactic has been mosi brillintly
applied by the Czecho-Slovakian Party.
If you study the bourgeois press and follow the
development of affairs in the opposition Press you will admit
that our party has manoeuvred skilfully and has succeeded in
attracting the majority of the workers away from enemy organizations.
We hope, therefore, that the practical application of the
United Front tactic will be as brilliantly continued in this country.
As vou know there is one _Eoint on which we disagree with
the Czecho-Slovakian Party. (Perhaps this applies to other
parties too, that we shall see later.) It is the t!!cclusion of the ;called Opposition.
We have set up a Commis-sion which will examine this
question. Nevertheless I cannot refrain from giving our point
of 'View on this matter now.
·
Our fraternal Czecho-Slovakian party at its last congress,
expelled 7 members of the Central Committee, including its former
president Sturk, on acc._ount of breach of discipline. This came
quite unexpectedly for the Executive which had not been consulted in the matter. The Executive deemed it its duty immediately
to annul the decision. This does not mean that the opposition
had been found in the right The Executive abides by the standpoint of the majority of the party. We do not wish to describe
the opposition as the Left opposition, neither do we wish to back
,it po1itically but we do say thatthe expulsion was hasty and that
all the other means had not been exhausted. In the heat of the
fight the guilt of this group was compared to that of Levi. Their
guilt consists in having published an appeal in spite of the Central
Committee's veto. It was certainly a step that could not be
approved from the point of view of Communist Party
discipline. But to compare this breach of discipline with
that of Paul Levi is altogether irrelevant. Levi had betrayed
the working class at a moment when our brothers were being shot
down. At that juncture he wrote a pamphlet to the order of the
Germaoo Atorney-General. This was an act of treason to the
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working class, to whkh ~here was but one answer, expulsion.
On t·he other hand the action of tire CzechO"Slovakian comrades
althol:lgh a grave breach of discipline, would not be in any way
describe~ a.s treason. We should do all . possible to . retain this
group wtfhm the ranks of the party, on condition of course that
the.re should be no further breach of discipline, and tl'lat the de.
dsions that have been adopted shall also be carried out. We must
have a ?.isciplined party; but we cannot afford to expel members
so readily, however small a group it may be, before all other
means have been tried. And this has not been done in the J.]6sent·
case. We hope that . the.st; comr~de~ will understand quite
clt:arly that the Executive di!l not mvite them here in order to
pat them OJ!- the back aJ!-d say: You may tread discipline under
foot. Nothmg of the .kmd! They have been invited in order
that we may try t? ?n~g t.hem back to the party and convince
them th~t party discrplme IS a necessary and admirable thing.
Should It be shown that these comrades are unable to observe
proletar!a~ discipline, then there is nothing to be done for them.
The deciSIOn of the congress must be law in this case.
!he situation is aggravated by the fact that in CzechoSlovakia .we have alre~dy some ?<JO,OOO unemployed. The misery
and depair of lhe workmg class IS extreme. The masses are in an
' angry mood. Now it is easy enough to form . a Syndicalist
group, then a K. A. P. or a ,K. A. P. C.-S.. (Communist Labor
Party or Communist Labor Parfy of Czecho-Slovakia) just now.
These Comrades should tf:!erefore understand quite clearly that
they are not. to form any such groups which at best might last
perhaps for six months, to the detriment of the working class. We
have to see the situation as it is. In a country like CzechoSlovakia, with such a huge number of unemployed, we must
do everything possible to prevent the formation of a separate
K. A. P. group. The Communist International must do every-.
thing to avoid it, and I hope we shall succed. .
I now come to lhe Norwegian· question. I ,have already
said that the more elements we get from the old movement the
more difficult is the birth of a truly Communist Party. In Norwa"
we have got t~e bulk of the old party, with the result that we
are experiencing great difficulties there, which I do not intenc~
to conceal. The question is similar to that of France. Of course
there is some difference, but the source of the trouble is the
same. In France we have received a legacy of ihe old partv
traditions. In Norway there is a strong Federalist tradition and
a peculiar method of organization. The party was hitherto built
upon the trade union or~anization. At Halle we had a conversation with comrade Kirre Grep, the leader of the Norwegian
party, and with other comrades who then promised to re-organize
the party. So far this has not been done. Even the name o2
the central organ has not been changed. The Nowegian nev:spaper still carries the old name "Social Democrat": The p.rovincial newspapers are also called " Socialdemokraten ". As you
see, -it is als!;) high time to take action in Norw.ay so that the
demanQ.s of the Communist International may be complied witt:.
·
We must not-be afraid to aQ.mit that we are·a Communis:
Party. Yet Vie have some parties which have not yet got ric,
of social democratic labels. To be sure, we were born in the lap o~
the II International, and we have inherited some of its traditions,
which cannot be outlived overnight. But when this night has
lasted a couple of years, we must demand an acceleration of the
process. In our Norwegian newspapers for instance you could
read articles, which lend support to the Scheidemannites against
the German Communists. At the same time we have survivals
there which are syndicalist in fhe worst sense of tlie word. Comrade Trannael used to be in the I. W. W. and still retains some
of the Syndicalist tradition. He cannot understand discipline.
In an article he writes: " Discipline, discipline, I can't stand the
word! It is something_ degrading to the dignity of a free man".
And this . is said by a comrade who is by no means an unregenerate highbrow; but an honest and sincere working class
fighier, but, here tradition sways the man. Tradition is so strong
that it causes confusion in the mind of one of our best Norwegian
comrades. There is also in Norway a band of intellectuals,
similar to the 'Ciarte group publishing a magazine which advocates practically the ·same principles as those of the Levi
group. And our party tC!erates this without taking action. This
year we must act with determination. We have a delegation
of the minority of the Norwegian party here, and I am sure we
shall succeed in solving our problems. Norwegian comrades!
You most clearly understand thaJ the Communist International·
will not countenance such conditions as those which have prevailed. We are well aware of the good qualities of the Norwegian movement, and we appreciate them. The Norwegian
movement is at one wif·h the working masses. It has comrades
who are absolutely devoted to the proletarian revolution. But it
must, once for all, shake off the trammels of Social Democracy,
It must understand that it will not become a real Communist
Party unless it makes short shift of such evils.
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I now turn to Poland. In Poland we have an illegal mass This problem has not yet been solved. The party has had great
party. The policy of co-ordinating the legal with the illegal difficulties. Yugoslavia is again progressing however. A new
is a very imcortant one, and the experience of the past year movement among the trade unions has begun and we hope
has shown to' my cway of thinking, that this co-ordinatiOn is not that our party will soon regain its power. A Commission will
quite as si~ple as we had imagined. The Russian Commu~l~ts deal with internal conflicts in the Yugoslavian Party.
have the experience of 1905-1906. We were then of the opm10n
In England, a most important country for the development
tha't when a legal movement is impossible, there should be co- of our organization we are growing very slowly. In no other
ordination of the legale with the illegal, with the leaqership in the country perhaps does the Communist movement make such slow
hands of the legal organization. Now we have to reckon with progress. The problem of the adhesion of the Party to the
the experience of various countries, which gQes to show that such Labor Party has been finally solved. The' Party has decided
co-ordinalion is not qmte so simple. It _was possible in Pola~d, to affiliate to the Labor Party. It will be one of· the special
and it was practiced there. We have an Illegal party there whtch tasks of the coming Executive; I believe, to give more attention!
at the same time is a mass party. We have almost no legal to England.. We do not know as yet the causes of this slow
movement there, but just a very slight fringe of legality. In Poland development. England is not a country of a large mass orthis is rossible, because the Polish r•arty has already gone through ganization. You ,know that the Communist Party there has not
a revolution, because in 1905 it Jed the working class, bec<.Jse a large membership. We have no organization there whic,h
the illegal leadership has already fought in the front ranks of the corresponds to that of the German Party. This is owinp- to
working class. Tlie party is universally acknow !edged. It the peculiar traditions. If we take into consideration the great
Pas proved its reliability through its act,ivities during the re- amount of unemployment and the suffering of the English provolu:ion. Therefore in Poland this method succeeds, while in letariat, the slow development of Communism in England is
other countries, e. g., in America, it is· much more difficult, be- remarkable. It is practically stagnant, and we must pay more
cause the legal party there has not 'yet had occasion to work in · attention to the English movement than we have done heretofore.
the open, belore the entire working class, in a leading cap"city;
We were able to send a delegate to America who remained
because the leaders there are not so well-known. There the co- there for
some time. The greatest difficulty with which the
ordination betWeen legar and illegal is of a quite different kind.
American movement has been confronted was the problem of
As I have already said, in Poland we have an illegal mass combining legal and illegal work. The situation is quite
party, an old party with a glorious past behind it. Yet there different from · that in ,J'oland, Yugoslavia, Finland or
are also important points in which the Executive of the Polish Latvia, where we have already had a revolution and the leaders
Party had certain differences of opinion, such as the agrarian of the working class have already gained the recogninition of the
question, the _question of nationalities, and partly the question proletariat. In America we have quite a different situation;
of the United Front ·The agrarian question we shall discuss with there is a comparatively large trade union movement, and a Comour Polish comrades specially. Among our' Polish comrades munist Party with violent lactional strife. Therefore, America
a conception of the agrarian question bas prevailed for a long is one of our most difficult problems, and must be studied
time, which in my opinion is out of date and ¥nest social- carefully.
democratic. I must recall the stand that was taken by· the
In Austria, in spite of all difficulties, our Party has made
II Congress upon this question. -At that Congress we adopted great progress.
a platform wherein we proposed, in order to win over the
In Hungary, on the. contrary the situation is ,Pitiful. I aee
peasantry, to include a statement of the problem of a redistribution many comrades llere who have taken part energetically in factional strife and have contributed not a little to make the situation
of land.
worse. You must permit me to criticize these comrades before the
We also met with some opposition from the Italian forum
of the Communist International. The Executive has made
Socialists. The Fascisti have shown that they are able to make an energetic
to surmount these difficulties. I do
use of such a program for their own demagogic purposes. This not wish toattempt
here of the political emigration.
m:stake of our Italian. comrades has cost us much, and the same History teaches. usspeak
our cause owes much to such emigres.
error may harm us in Poland and other countries. Fortunately Perhaps the Italian that
Party will have an emigration in the near
the policy of the Polish Party appears to be changing and we future. We have so~etimes thought
that political emigration
hope that we may be able to come to an agreemant with them was a necessity. But there are emigrations
and emigrations.
on the agrarian question and devise a program of action which There are emigres who have suffered greatly after
unsuccesswill draw the peasantry to the party. The Communist Party is ful revolution, but our 'Hungarian comrades have an
so
a working class party: this does not mean, however, that we much that it has become too much. I hope thatemigrated
the Fourth
represent· only the demands of the industrial proletariat; we re- Congress will tell them energically enough that we do
wish
present the working class, but we must know how to draw into nor shall we allow a repetition of what we have seen. Innot
a
single
our ranks all the oppressed. classes fighting against the bour- day, a few weeks ago, 170 communists were arrested in Hun~ary.
geo;sie.
In spite of the fact that the Communist movement is gaming
We also had a difference of opinion with the .Polish among the masses, the situation of our party is as bad as can be.
comrades on the question of nationalities. We hope that we It is our duty, at a time when the working elias movement is
growing and the bourgeoisie is arresting hundreds of our comhave also disposed of this disagreement.
·
rades,ato conquer the differences of optnion among emigrants
On the question of the United Front, it appears that a and liilild up a real underground party.
minority-and, I believe, a small minority of the Polish PartyOne may say that the combination of legal and illegal
was against the United front. However, it is very grave that
such an opposition should have appeared in one of our oldest work in Hungary will be easy, because the Communists there
parties. We are convmced that the Polish Party itself will be have an old tradition behind them.
In Japan we have a small party which, with flm help of
able to reconcile these differences of opinion and has probably
already done so. But this difference of opinion did exist, and It the Executive has united with the best syndicalist elements. It
proves. how difficult the practical application of the United is a young party, but it is an important nucleus,· and the
Japanese Party should now issue a program. The Congress
Front >S.
'
of the Parties and the peoples of the Far East, which met here
There is not much to say of the Balkans. I must say, in Moscow, had great importance, especially for Japan, because,
however, that our Balkan Federation is functioning poorly. The for the first time, it introduced the important question of the
Balkan Feederation is practically non-existent. There are no Japanese movement.
regular meetings; I beli~ve that we must insist that the Balkan , ·
have had valuable results in India. I c;m c.-.,11municate
federation be strengthened, and that the Bulgarian Party give to the We
Congress that the work of our comrades durlng the past
inore attention to this question. A few words on Roumania: we few
months has been crowned with success. Comrade Roy,. with
wish to tell the Congress that they have fulfilled their duty in a group
of friends, is issuing a periodical, whose task it is to
~ite of all persecution. You know that the whole Congress of the
smoothen our way in India. Our comrades have been able to
Roumanian Comrades numbering several hundred, were taken, gather
together the Communist elements in India. They have
directly from the Congress to prison. Many of them have been
entrance into the news-papers; they have entered the trade
shot; many are still in prison. The Social Democrats have found
shamelessly co-operated with the bourgeoisie in their crushing unions. I believe that this is a great step forward.
This year we have built more or less strong nuclei of our
of the Communist Party. The merit of our Roumanian comrades
is all the greater, that they have remained true to the Communist party in Turkey, China and E~ypt. We should have no illusions
International under the most trying circumsances and have m this regard; they are very small groups, but nevertheless it
is a step forward, and we must help our comrades there to ac·
fulfilled their duty" in spite of all.
complish a double task, first to increase these proletarian
The Yougo-Slavian movement has just gone through a nuclei, and secondly to become the vanguard of the whole movecrisis. The question ,of legal or illegal activity has appeared. ment against the bourgeoisie.
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Importlnt work has also been started in Australia and
other countries.
I will now speak of the Profintern. As you know, comrades, the Profintern has met with opposition, even in one of
the best I?arties-the German Party. The German Party discussed qutte seriously whether the Profintern was not a premature organization, whether it ~hould not be totall~ liquidated,
~c. This took place ~der the mflu!!nce o~ the Levt gr~up, but
1t was not only·the Levttes who fell mto thiS error. Thts wa.; a.
most dangeous period for the Profintern. The Executive naturally held it Its duty to fight against this liquidating tendency.
It was our opinion that the Profmtern was in no way premature.
The entire anti- Profintern- movement has now
been defeated in Germany, and I hope in other countries,
and the Profintern is on the high road to succer•. We can
prophesy that the Profintern will experience a great growth in
the coming years if not even · in the next few months. The
Amsterdamers wish to bring about a splil They hi)lve accompish~ this split in France, and hav~ begu~ it in CzechoSlovakia. In Germany we face a posstble spht of the . trade
unions. We believe it to be our task and that of the Profmtern
to combat this splitting. We want a united working class movement; the Amsterdamers want splits. The more influence we
gain in the trade unions, the greater will be the desire of the
Amsterdamers to split them, and the more energetic must be ourfight against this tactic. We must organize and prepare suitable
measures for this pur~se. Our campaign will be the subject of
a special discussion. With regard to the independent unions
which they have forced us to organize in France and CzechoSlovakia, and which we are now -being compelled to organize in
Germany and other countries, we must proclaim that the new
unions, products .of the splits, are born with the cry for unity
upon their lips. The slogan of these new unioss, produced by
mass expulsions must be: Trade Union Unity!
When the Czech- German and other comrades are compelled to establish a general, or even a craft union, tbev must
1ssue the watchword: Unity! Struggle for the unity of the trade
,union, movement. I will deal with this question in greater detail
in the second part of my speech.
·
Our movement made considerable progress in the
question of co-operation, and the · organization of the {.oung
people. I should like to make special mention of the Y.C.• The
transfer of the Y.C.l. to Moscow bas proved successful, and
all fears in connection with this have proved groundless. ·ue
Y.C.I. has done good work. We must, however, admit in some
countries the movement has become rather slack. The young
communist movement in Germany and in other countries has also
gone through a difficult period. This is a feature of the general
situation of the working class. Nevertheless, the Y.C.I. and the
Young Communist movement have remained a vanguard of the
Communist International. A Young Communist Conuress will
be held after our Congress, to which we must pay the greatest
attention. We must, however, endeavour to become aa overwhelming majority. The amalgamation of the 2 and 2% Internationals will be of great harm to the social-democrats in connection with the young peoples movement. New methods are required
in order to influence the young proletarian masses which have
become rather indifferent. We hope to be able to do this.
Th~s closes the survey of our activities during ahe last
15 months. We have of course committed many errors, and you
must criticize us on that account. We shall discuss frankly
whether, and say if we want to retain the 21 points. Our French
comrades have, for instance, criticised § 9 on the basis of which
Fabre was expelled. I do not think that any comrade would say
that we were wrong in acting ihus. Thts expulsion was absolutely necessary. However, some of our French comrades
have objected to it, saying that we bad no right to ad m· this
manner, and that. we bad given a too wide interpretation to § 9.
It will be for the Congress to say if we exceeded our authoritv in
making use of § 9 in the way we did.
There is still another point. The Executive has resolved
that the National Congresses of the Communist Parties should
as a rule be held after the World Congress. Exception of course
may be made. I am not going to enquire whether this was absolutely necessary. But what, indeed, was the meaning of this
decision? It means that we were determined to be a centralized
world .. party, a party directed from one centre.· We want the
World Congress to be the leading organ for all the Parties. We
'do not want the Communist International to be merely a meeting
ground for all parties. This point of view has been violently
criticized in France.
But what has the French example taught us? What would
have been achieved if this Congress had met sooner? As I
said before, I am not going to oppose any proposal to modify
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. this decision and woul(j be quite ready to accept anv modifications. At any rate the decision means that we must remain a
We have been too lax
centralized world organization.
in carrying out the 21 points. You will be quite right
in wanting to puni.;h us for it. The 21 points must
be more strictly applied henceforth. This does not mean that
we have not done anything until now. The Communist International has been in existence only 3% years. Comrades, this is
too short a period in which to organize our communist' parties
on 11; world scale. The greatest evil was not in our negligence
but m the fact that we looked UJ?On the 21 points as a scrap of
paper. However, I am of the opmion that the Congress will say
that it is here in order to carry out the 21 points. We must see
to it that we become a realy International World Party. Hitherto
we were iu. favor of this in principle, but it is necessary that this
principle should be put into practice.
This is my report on the activity of the Executive during
the last 15 months. I shall deal with our future tactics later of
The first questions we have to consider are the inter
national economic situation, the international political situation
and the position within the labor movement.
As regards the international economic situation, I think
it would be su~rfluous at the Fourth Congress to recapitulate
all that we decided at the Third Congress. In my own thesis I
propose that the Fourth Congress shall simply confirm the thesis
concerning the eGfj)Ilomic situation of the world presentel;l to the
Third Congress by Comrad~s Trotzky and Varga. We cannot
fail to recognize that the course of events during the last fifteen
months has substantially confirmed these theses. There ha~ indeed, been a transient improvement in the United States, Britain,
JaJ.>An, and France, and perhaps in other countries as well, but
It 1s quite clear that there has be.."ll no permanent chanl{e for
the better, and Comrade Varga was perfeCtly right when, m bis
last pamphlet, he cbaracterized the existing state of affairs as
approJ»:iate to the declining phase of capitalism. What we are
now lxving through is somethmg more than• one of the periodical
crises of capitalism; it is The crisis of capitalism; it is the
twilight, the collapse of capitalism.
.
The economic position of the world remains, therefore, the
same, despite improvements here and there in various countries.
Capitaljsm cannot find a way out of this situation. The only
salvation for mankind, the only way of restoring the forces of
production, is to be found in the socialist revolutiqn. In ihis
sense our diagnosis is unaltered, and we can unhesitatingly
repeat what was affirmed at the Third Coogress, that the objective situation remains revolutionary. Within its own framework capitalism can find no energies that will provide an escape
from tlte definitive crisis of the entire capitalist wor~d.
Next we come to the international political situation. Its
character, likewise, is such as to entitle us to affirm that the
antagonisms are being intensified day by day, and that the international situation remains objectively revolutionary. During
the last fifteen months the decay of the Entente has advanced
witft giant strides. What. we have been witnessing has been
tantamount to a liquidation of the Peace of Versailles, and this
decay of the .Peace of Versailles is still proceeding. Bourgeois
pacifism, whose most notable leader is Lloyd Geor• e, is utterly
bankrupt. The Genoa Conference and the Hague Conference have
affixed the seals to the bankrupty of bourgeois pacifism.· The
electoral struggle now proceeding in Britain bears witness to an
unprecedented poverty of ideas among the capitalist parties. The
nature of the fight oetween the classic bourgeois parties. in the
land which was the pioneer in capitalist development shows than
no trace of principie is.feft to either party. We note an absolute
spiritual collapse. The struggle is one ktween coteries, one
which merely serves to underlme what was alreariv p-lain enou~h.
that bourgeois pacifism is bankrupt, and that the capitalist parhes
are no longer in a position to fight one ano•her on broad grounds
of principle.
The colonial and semi-colonial countries which constitute
one of the most important factors of the process we denote by
the name of the wor:ld revolution, have during this period raised
their combat to a ver" high level. We see that in quite a number
of oppressed countries, despite all the efforts of the imperialist
governments, the liverationist movement makes continual progress. I think that among the communists no one to-day will
contest the assertion that this struggle, althoug-h is is neither socialist nor communist, is nevertheless, objectively considered, a
struggle against the capitalist regime. The great movements
which we have been watchin..,. in India and in the colonial and .
semi-colonial countries are by no means communistic, but dis-eassionately .considered,, they rate as an important factor in the
tight against capitalism.
Bourgeois democracy, whose decline we have been witnessing for several years, is now perishing more obviously month
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by month. What is the meaning of the ~vents i~ Italv? Are they
not an unprecedented attack on bourgeois democracy? Italy was
one of the countries where tourgeois democracy wan ll'Ost hallowed. The Fascist onslaught is an attack, not only upon the
monarchical ideal, but also upon the iJeal of bourgeois democracy. Not merely has the King of Italy lost prestige because
a band of desperadoes has thrust him aside politically, but the
prestige of the whole regime of bourgeois democracy h:.s . been
lowered. We must keep clearly before our minds that the
happenings . in )tal_y are not .simply local phe~omena .. O~her
countries wtll mevitably expenence what Italy IS expenencmg,
though perhaps in a modified form. If the Fascisti maintain
power in Italy (and it seep1s probable that they will do so during
the immediate future), there can be little doubt that similar occurrances willtake place in Germany, and perhaps throughout
Italy. In substance, f.he two would be identical. Again,
what is now happening in Austria is closely akin to
ih~ Italian situation.
lt too, is a blow directed against
bourg-eois democracv, which in Austria has hitherto been defended, not only by the capitalist parties and the Second International, but also by the Two and-a~Ha1f International.
t!1e preliminaries to such a counterIn Czecho-Slovakia we
revolutionary transformation. Of Hun,.arv it is nee:':ess to
speak. The Fascisti learned their lesson from Hungary. In
the Balkan States, and especially in Yu,.oslavia there are indications that things are taking the same turn as in Italy.
We must look facts in the face. This is essential during
a period that will not last very long, but will be a time of trial
for our Comunist P~rties. It is perhaps inevita:..Je wat Wt..
should pass through an epoch of mo, _ or less perf:c.,J developea
Fascism throughout Central Europe, and this will necessarily
involve that for a considerable perio:l in tnese reojons our
Parties will be forced un1.er~round, will become j,Jegal Parties.
The Executive sent special envoys a few months ago to some of
our most important Parties, warning them of the need to prepare
for a period of illegal action, just as in ltalv to-day. The politic._al situation at the present .time, when we are holding our
Fourth Congress, unfortunately confir·
these anticipations. We
must make it perfectly clear to ourselves that this is not to imply
an arrest of the world revolution. It is part of the process of
revolution, for the revolutionary movement does not proceed along
a straight line. Various episodes rna" intervene. What we are
witnessmg in Italy is, a counter-revolutionary mo··ement. But
when we take a broad view, we see that it is only an episodic
intensification, a starre in the maturi,- .f the proletarian revolution in Italy. The same thing may be said of the pro;etarian
movement in quite a number of important countries.
In general terms, then, the international politic:1l situation has
grown more acute during the last fifteen months. The Third
Congress was right in declaring that no equilibrium has been
secured in capitalist Europe; and it was also right in pointing out
that events ot great importance, such as parliamentary conflicts,
extensive strikes, etc.; .might readily lead to revolutionary
struggles. The foregoing sketch of the position will have shown
that the diagnosis of the Third Congress was sound. Recent
events in the Balkan peninsula testify to the !!rowing acuteness
of the political situation. In connection with the Greco-Turkish
War, the spectre of a new great war loomed ominously for a
brief space. We seemed to be witnessing a rehearsal of the
coming war. At this very time w!:en I am speakin"' to vou there
are renewed complications in the situation, such as I "ght readily
lead to disaster. My own estimate of the situation is that war
is not yet imminent, bl!t the Balkan flurry was a foreshadowing
of what cannot fail to come unless the social revolution breaks
out first, thus depriving the capitalist States of the possibility
of organizing a new war.
The future, therefore, remains uncertain, but the collapse
of the capitalist system is also in sight when we confine our
attention to the complications in the political field. Simultanecusly we note an unprecedented s!renghtheniug of the political
position of Russia, the only revolutionary State which has been
able to maintain itself for five years.
It will be necessary to discuss the new economic policy in
detail when we come to consider the Russian question. I shall,
therefore, not anticipate, but will content myself with recapitulating what I .said in my introductory remarks. We have come to
the concluswn that the new policy was no chance matter. It
was not something forcd upon us by the weakness of 1. my of
cur Communist Parties. It was something greater than this.
You are right in saying, with many of the best friends of Soviet
Ru~sia, !~at if Russia fo;.;::d it necessary to·adopt a new economic
Jlohcy, this was because the German, French, and British workers
were too weak to overthrow the bourgeoisie in their respective
lands. This is true enou!!h, but it is not the whole truth. We
bave come to the conclusion that the necessity for the new policy
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is not something peculiar to our own.land, in which t!:Ie neasants
form so large a majority ef the population. We now believe
that all, or nearly all, countries, even those with great pro:etarian
masses, will have to pass through some such political phase.- ,The
_new economic policy is something more than a. result of our
weakness, or of the weakness of the world proletariat· it is based
upon -ttn accurate recognition of the balance of power beteween
the workers on the one hand and the peasants and petty bourgeoisie on the other.
Of course the peasantrY in such a country as Russia differs
from the German peasantry. Nevertheless, alike in Germany
and in the other coudries w:l:lere cap~<alist development is far ad.yanced and where there is a very numerous industrial nro,.dariat,
at the decisive moment the working class will have to adopt a
whole s;stem of measures to neutralize the trend of the most influentia part of the peasantry. The workers, in fact, wul have
to use just such methods as we have used in Russia. We &hall
return to their consideration in connection with the Russian
problem.
In a survey of the political world situation, we must not
fail to take into account the Soviet Repu:..lic as a factor of primary
importance. At a moment when the Entente is collapsirg', when
the colonial and sPmi-co1onial nations are engag-ing in i.:tensified
struggles, when the war snectre hovers over fte Balkan peninsula, and when the equilibrium of the capitalist wodd is trembling-at this very_ time the oosition of Soviet Russia is being
rendered increasingly stable by the adoption of new economic
methods. Thereby Soviet Russia has become a titanic factor in
world politics. The star of the first proletarian Republic rises
ever higher. The general upshot is a revolutionary. situation.
The capitalist offensive is an international phenomenon,
and is one of the factors making for revolution. The working
class has not yet been able to arrest that offensiv~. 1 here are,
however, nwnerous indications, in France and elsewhere, that
in the near future a change in this resprect may be ticinated•.
The workers are tlosing their ranks for defense, and will re'1el ·
the capitalist offensive.
I now. turn to the situation within the labor moverr _at.·
In this domain the most notable phenomenon is the amalgamation
of the Second and the Two-and-a-Half Internationals, an amalgamation that will be effected very soon. In Gennany the
matter has already been settled, and yesterday came the news of a
similar settlement in Sweden. Branting has accepted the Left
Social Democrats into his party. The same thmg is taking place
elsewhere. In point of orgamzation, the union is not yet complete; but politically it is an a-ccomplished fact, and it is a fact
of great historical importante. The Second International is tne
enemy of the working class. No detailed proof need be offered
in supPord of the a?sertion that the Two-and_-a-Half Internation~l
is bemg absorbed mto the Second InternatiOnal; the process 1s
not the other way about. Suffice it to quote the words of Martoff,
one of the spiritual leaders of the Two-and-a-Half In ten; -:tiona!,
and in many respects the intellectual superior of his associates.
He writes as follows in an article in his newsnaper "Der sozialistische Bote" ~ealing with the problem of the Second International:
·
"Let us harbour no illusions. Under present conditions,
the mechanical amalgamation of the two Internationals signifies
!he return to the Second International of the parties that detached
themselves from that body in the hope of founding a verr,
different International. The return is a defeat of tuese parties. '
Martoff makes no secret of his opinion. It is true that at
the close he finds some consolation for the members of the
Two-and-a-Half International, saying: "Within the Second International we shall defend Marxism." But, none the less, he
admits that the Two-and-a-Half International is returning into
the bosom .of the Second International, and that the former has
sustained a defeat.
There will, then, be a union of the reformist Internationals.
This union will ·greatly quicken the process of splitting the
working class into two camps. We on .our side must .also say:
"Let us harbour no illusions!" The union of the Second and the
Two-and-a-Half Internationals means the preparation of the
White Terror against the communists. The Fascist coup js
connected with the world political situation, and so is the coup
that aims at bringing governments a Ia Stinnes to the fronf.
The union of the Second and the Two-and-a-Half Int~ationals
is the preliminary to an unprecedented splitting up of the
working class with a view to its weakening. I need not waste
time in insisting that this union really foreshadows a period
of White Terror directed against the commufiists. Not by
chance is Mussolini, a renegade from the Second International,
a one·time social-demoqat, now at the head of the counterrevolutionary movement in ltaliy; not by chance are such as
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Ebert and NosJ<e at the h~d of. tbr ~·"~~,~.,...,-."t;.t in. Germany,
ot such, as Pilsudsky at the head of tHe government m Poland.
Nor is:it a' cha11ce matter .that ·the Second InternaUonal should
b~ playing a decisive role iii such ~ountries . ~s ~it~in an?
Germany. In such a land as Germany, t·he suuatJon 1s ra;:hc~lly a!fered when fu~ t~ads. unions form a solid. front wlih .the
m:ass of workers. No Iilus10ns then! The umon of the two
Internationals foreshadows the- inauguration of the White
TtJ.rror against the Communist Parties.
.
In the second place, this union will involve the splitting
of. the Working. Class. We communists are. now advocating
the unity of the trade unions.. There is good reason for this
course. The reformists see plainly enough that the ground is
being cut from· beneath their· feet. Historically speaking, this
is inevitable. It is inevitable that the trade unions (should
evolution take -a normal course) .will pass under the control of
the communists.. The refonmsts have a keen scent. T~ey
realize what is coming. They see that the influence of the
communists over the working class, the general influence of
the revolutionary movement, is growing. Feeling · this instinctively, they try to avert it. They. behave as if they had been
directly collHlliss10ned by tl~e bourgeoisie to shatter the trad~
unions. They . are trying to destroy them befOre they are
tbemselvestdr'iven, out. I do not wish to suggest that they are
directly commissioned to pursue such a J?Oli~;y:. We all know
that political life js less simple than .thiS would imply. Of
course, Stinnes does not ij!sue di.re~ written. orders to the trade
union leaders as his henchmen. In the general jlolitical sense
of, the· tenn, however,. the socialiSt leaders are commissioned
by the bourgeoisie to shat(er the trade unions before leaving
them. As they go out, they. want to slam the doors so violently
that ·all .the tra~ union wmdows may be broken. This is their
real aim.
·
'
/ No one can tell ·whether these developments will take
months or years, but tbey. ate an historical necessity, and ihe
"gods of the' Second International'' realize it. That is why the·
same phet0met1on is manifest everywhere-a deliberate preparation for a split at the moment when they feel that large masses
of the trade unionists are about to come over to our side. They
\Vish to weaken. the worl(ing class,.to pulverize the trade unions,
so that when. we. colne iqto .power in the unions we shall find
n9thing but fragments.. That is what. they are commissioned
by the bourgeoisi:e to do1 ' arid it will be .an act of unexampled
treachery. In comparison tiJerewith, even the treason of 1914
W:.as perhaps a minor matter. A deliberate act of treachery is
now being prepared. They want to disintegrate the working
cl,ass, so that when the time comes for the workers to form a
united front against the bourgeoisie, the workers will find
themselves weak, . disorganized, and . utterlf disint-egrated.
~#ch is the poli-cy that finds 'expression in the uti10n of ,the Second
~nd the Two-and-a-Half Internationals.
··
This split in the lal!or movement is something more than
a petty episode, something more i'han a trifle; it is atremendous
:Problem. Despite all its errors and defeats, despite the treachery
of its leaders, the working class has fought for and achieved
a huge organization in the..form of .the trade unions, whose
members are numbered. by millions. At the given moment, this
. organ,ization must play a decisive part in the struggle. To-day,
wlien the momentous hour approachEs, the Second International
joins with the Amsterdamers in an act oi> the utmost treachery
~gainst the working class. Their aim is to shatter to fragments
this great organization, this last refuge of .the working class,
i~' order that wh~ we ~et rid of the Social Democrats, we may
fmd that there 1s nothmg left to take over, that we have no
labor organizaiens that are of any ;tccount. .That is the most-.
important fact with which \We liave · to reckon. The Sociaf
Democrats and the Amsterdamers are foredoomed to become the
professional disintegrators of the working class, not merely to
betray the workers, not nierely to interfere with the ~licy of
the working weapons, the labor organizations. This wtll be the
policy of the reunited Second and Two-and-a-Half Internationals
during the immediate future, and it is a fact with which we
have to reckon.
It follows, comrades, that our tactics of the <United front
must be regarded a's something more than a strategical move
against our eriemies. The policy of the united front, however
is dictated by the historical situation as a whole, by the generai
position of capitalist alike in the economic and in the poli1ical
gphet"eS and by· the state of affairs within the working class.
If I am right in my view of the policy of the Second and ·the
J'wo-and-a-Half Internationals, if I am right in believing that
the tactics of :the deliberate splitting of the trade unions and
()f the working <;lass will be adopted in the near future, then
~ur tactics of the united front are. an inevitable and logical
~nsequence. There ·are many reasons why we must delilx~rately
work against this plan o:! the Second. International. \\le must ·
do so by our ~~tics of the united front.
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At the Third Congress we accepted the· task of winnina:
· O¥er the majority of the workers. Has this k~k been fulfilled?.
No, .noi yet. We must state the fact iloldly. In many countries,
the influence of our Party has considerablJ increased. Nevertheless, we could not say at the Third Congnss that the majority
, of the workers were on our side, nor can we say at the Fourth
Congress · that they are on our side. There ·is mueh still to be
done. ··In such tircumstances, ·the tactics· of the united Jront are
the most important means of winning over the majority of the
.,wor~ers:
We mu_st be perfectly cfear on· the matter. .The
ta~llcs ?f the umted front den9te some.thing more than an
episode m our struggle; they denote a penod, perhaps an entire
epoch. As circuif!slanccs change, .·we may perhaps find it
necessary to modify these · tactJc&. . In the· main, however.
inasmuch as the Second lntemational is our chief enemy and
·is the main prop of the bourgeoisie, we shall have to h~;>ld
fast to these tactics.
.. From the economic outlook, capitalism is ripe for fhe
transformation to Socialism. The world political situation is one
that may be characterized as revolutionary. The Second International is the main prop of the bourgwisie. Without the help of
the Second International and the Amsterdam International, the bourgeoisie cannot hold its ground. It follows that our rela.tionship with
the Second International is something more than a question of
party tactics; it is part of the problem of the world revolution,
of the tactics of our class as a whole. Inasmuch as the united
Second Intern.ational will for years to. come work direct!}'
towards a .split, we shall be enabled to wm over the masses of
th~ · work~rs: by purposely COUilte~l!cting by our tactics of the
umted front, the effortS' towards ·dismtegratmg the workers. Let·
m~ repeat,
we are riot dealing with an episode, but with
an epoch.
The tactics of the united front have already nroved advantageous to us in many -ways. I do not mean that they have
enabled us to win over the majority of the workers. Were that
so, the 'game would already be in our hands. Still, we have
gained a great deal. We have gained this, that the working
class is coming to realize that the Communist Parties are not.
the disintegrators, and that it is the opponents of the (:Ommunists
who are working for disintegration. Until recently, the
workers held another view, and perhaps they had some reason
for doing so. At one time, in our efforts to defend the interest!
of the workers as a whole, we had to split the old Social
Democratic Party. We should have betrayed the working. class
bad we failed to take this course. It was essential to secure a
ralfying point for a genuine liberating movement of the working
class, and this could only be done by the creati1m of a Communist
Party. At this period we had to accept the role of sciss!onists,
for only by splitting the old social democratic parties could we
forge the mstrument for the liberation of the working class.
)

Now, however, we have entered a new historical phase.
We have finished the task o! the previous phase. There now
exist Communist Parties, which do indeed contain vestiges of
social democracy, which do indeed suffer from the diseases
incidental to childhood, which are troubled with growing pains,
and which must be freed from these disorders. But our main
problem now concerns the winning over of the majority of the
workers, in order to save and wm over the trade unions, the
chief weapons at the disposal of the world proletariat. That
is why we have adopted the tactics of the United. Front. I do
not anticipate a~ serious disputes about the matter at this
Congress. In France, the last of the Mohicans, those who had
still fought against the tactics of the United Front have laid.
down their arms, and, it is an important fact that not only the
French communists but also most of the syndicalists have now
accepted th~·iactics of the United Front. Yesterday we had
a brief talk with our iriends in the United General Confederation·
of Labor. When we asked: "Are you still opposed to the United
Front?" they answered laconically: "We have formed a United
Front" Whoever follows the situation in France is well aware
that in that country both the ceptralists and the United General
Confederation of Labor have deliberately adopted a United Front,
for they could not help themselves. The needs of the daily
struggle of the proletariat have forced the adoption of. the
tactics of the United Front, both in the industrial and in the
politi~al -field upon all. w~o wish to defend the interests of _the
workm~ class. The wmnmg over of the opponents of the Umted
Front m France· has been a great triumph, and it shows that
we are. closing our ranks and that we shall be able to pursue
tactics carefully thought out in advance.
What do we mean and what do we not mean by the United
Front? We certainly do not mean an electoral alliance. We
have instituted an enquiry concerning the carrying out of the
tactics of the United Front, 2nd the enquiry has been fairly
successful. Three hundred .to four hundred answers have ~en:
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sent in, some of them by comrades who wo~kamong the ~asses.
. · The ~atchwOrd o-f the labor Govewment, then, is nof a
·., k~ details are now bein~ elaborated, and will probably ~ Issu~ general watchword like the tactics of the united front. The watci1m book form; The enquiry has &bown that much coofuswn shU word ' 1Labor Government'' is a particular concrete application of
prevails among the comrades as to the precise meaning of the the ta-ctics .of th~ united front under rertain specific condifons.
Vnitw Front. I have already explained that it does not mean an It is quite easy to make mistakes in this matter. I think w;: h:n·e
electoral alliance Nor does . it mean an organizatory union to beware of the danger that results from an attempt to regard
>J;th the social democrats. The answers we have rec.tived from ihe stage of Labor Government as a universally necessa!-y one.
the executive com1}1ittees of the' Italian and of the French Parties In so far as it is safe to prophesy in such matters, I myself incline
show that many of tbe comrades have made. the latter mistake. ot the view that a La.bor Government will only cm;ne into
Lut an organizatory union with the social democrats would be existence occasionatl;~-:; in one country or another, where peculiar
the greatest crime we could commit. Everyone of us would rather
circumstances prevail. I think its occurrence will be excep:ional.
hwe a himd cut off than enter into a union with these traitors to , Besides, it is quite a mistake to suppose that the formation of a
th~ working cJ.ass, with those who are preeminently our enemies,
Labor Government will inaugurate a quasi-peaceful period, and
\, _th those who are the last prop of the bourgeoisie. The United that thereby we shall be saved from the burden of the struggle.
'-rant impliesnothing of that sort. The United Front means the A Labor Government can only be based upon the winning of par- ·
l:ading of the working masses in the daily class war. It m~ns liamentary positions, and these are worth nothing when won.
that we are ready to march against capitalism side by side with A Labor Government will be no more than a petty episode in the
a,l workers, be they anarchists, syndicalists, Christian socialists, strufl's:tle, and will not suspend the civil war, Please do not in·ersocial democrats, or whatever you please, to join forces with them pret me as meaning thai the watchword of the Labor Governin the· daily struggle against the reduction of wages and against ment is ooe to be rejected in existing circumstances. The working
the loss of the 8-hour day. We accept the fact that we shall often class must be. made clearly to understand that a Labor Governhave to sit at the same table with the treacherous leaders. The ment can only be a transitional stage. We must say. in plain
foregoing is what the united front means, and nothing else. terms that the Labor Government will not do away with the need
1. think that the problem is solved as far as t1;1t Comintern is con- for fightinrr will not obviate the necessity for civil war. But as
cerned, and I think is has been solved even for the French Party, long as we recognize the (!an~ of this watchword, we. need not
the one where the greates confusion has hitherto prevailed in hesitate to employ it.·
this matter.
'
·
The United Front has its dangers also, and the Executive
We shall also fight for the partial demands of the working referred to them in ifs December thesis. The dangers are
dass. I was shown. to-day an article written a little while ago especially great when the United front takes the form of the
by Comrade Gorter. I have not finished reading the article, but
L~bor Government. In countries with old"' parliamentary tradiI will quote a passage from it. The passage runs as follows.
tioos, in France, ·for instance, comrades seem to think that when
11We must oppose every strike. You will perhaps ask, why oppose
we Marxists speak of the Labor Government we are referring to
every strike. I reply, because we must reserve all our energies somethidg altogether different from the dictatorship of the prolefor propaganda in favor of the revolution." Further on he writes: tariat. But to us it seems that the Labor Government is only
"We are so few, the ranks of the KAPD. are so thin, that we dare one appHcation of the dictatorsaip of the proletariat Even if a
not dissipate our forces in strikes, but must keep them int11ct so Labor Government should come, we cannot avoid the civil war.
as to concentrate upon therevolution."
In certain circumstances the civi·l war will even be intensified by
·
the e-xistence of a Labor Government.
_ This manner of thinking is so confused that one stands
speechless before the childishness of such a political thinker. He
I cannot refrain from saying a few words concernjug the in- ·
has .no time to fight. a_longside the workers in their daily struggle dustrial councils movement. I have devoted to this matter a special
agamst the bourgeoisie. He wants io help the whole revolution. section of my thesis. In this I ®n1end that a Party which· has
He who feels for the working class, he who is-not satisfied with a no communist organization in industrial life, which. has no comsubjective attitude towards the masses, but who, on the contrary, munist n.uclei, is not to be taken seriously, cannot be 'regarded as
understands something about the lives of the workers and who a serious communi.st mass party. I contend that a labor me ehas labored in their ranks, will reject such childishness. For the ment which has nof yet learned how to support and organize a
ve;·y reason that we wish tp fight on behalf of the proletarian re- mass movement within the domain of the industrial councils. is
vcwtion, we must participate in every strike, must go in advance not yet a serious revolutionary mass movement. The statem<ont is
of the working class, an? '!JUSt fight on behalf of every partial applicable to almost all the great labor movements of our day. It
aemand. We are revolutromsts. But this does not mean that we is a sign of the times that in Germany, where important and deci- ·
!gum·e the fact .that the position of the working class must be sive struggles are probably imminent, the whole vang1,1ard of the_
Improv~d, w_ere It only to enable the workers to buy a drop of milk
movement is led by the industrial councils. Turning to other
for their children. We are opposed {o reformism but we are not countries, we must advise our comrades to devote themselves '!rst
opposed to anything that may improve the lot of the working of alL to founding communist nuclei within the industries, and then
c_lass. We kn.o~. quite well tha! in the extant conditions of capita- to supporting the industrial councils' movement. Not until th:!n ·
lism the possJbJhttes for such Improvement are extremely restric- shall we have a real mass movement. Many of our Parties hav~
ted; we know that nothing but the revolution will secure a real failed" to carry out this advice. At the Third Congress we ado:1ted
uplifting of the workers: but we also know that we shall never be an admirable resolution drafted by Comrade Kuusinen, to the
able to organize the workers unless we fight on behalf of their effect that every Communist Party should devote itself to <he.
partial demands. It is from this outlook that we defend the formation of nuclei,-whatever the general line of its activities
united .front as a tactic which is not simply ephemeral, which is might be. But it is futile to adopt excellent resolutions if no:hing
not simply episodic, but which in th"e existing circumstances of be done to carry them into effect. We must see to it that the
capitallism may last quite a wh·ile.
nuclei are really founded. Then our movement will: :forge ahead.·
Th~ .watchword o~ the Labor <?overnment has not yet been
I must ~lso add a few words cwerning international disfully clanf1ed. The tacttcs of the l!I!Ifed front are almost univer- cipline.- In the thesis concerning the nidics of the United Front,:
sally ·applicable. It would be hard to find a country where the proposed by the Renoult group at the Paris Congress of the·
working class has attained notable proportions but where the French Party, there was a section concerning- international dista~tics of the united front have not yet been inaugurated. They
cipline; Golden words are here inscribed. The group gave a
are equally applicable in America, in Bulgaria, in Italy, and in brilliant theoretical d'imonstratiou that nothing could be done·
Germany. By no means can the same thing be said of the slogan without discipline, and that the International would perish unless
of the Labor Government. This latter is far less universally good discipline were maintained. Golden words, I say. But this
applicable, and its significance is comparatively restricted. It same --roup gave a practical demonstration how wide a gap there
can only be adopted in those countries where "he relationships of can sometimes be between words and deeds. The best proof of
power render its adoption oppDr(une, where the problem of power
international discipline is provided in the realm of action. Our.·
the problem of government both on the parliamentary and o~ tactics of the United Front are now extremely complex. There·
the extra parliamentary field, has come· to the front. exists an International whirh is closely associated with the bour- ·
Of course even to-day in the United States good
geoisie, and which consistently works in opposition to us. If we
propaganda work can he done with the slogan of the Labor are to resist its machinations successfully we must be strongly_
Government. We can explain to the workers: If you want to free organized, and must have a genuine and rigidly disciplined Inter-'
yourselves, you must take pDwer into your own hands. But we national. It will be the task of the Fourth Congress to maintain
cannot say, in vkw of the present relationships of power in the, this discipline and to carry it into effect.
Umkd States, that th2 watchword of the Labor Government is
~pplicablc to an existing- fight between two parties, as it has been
Decisive struggles wiH be upon us in the near future. Many
JD Czecho-~::Jova!:i~. as it will be pc-·bps in Germanv, and as it
excellent C.omrades murmur when they hear me say this. They
·
·
was UJ;;! nq: be ~g;:i:1 in Italy.
dedare that the world r-evolution has beert arrested for a time.
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The advance will not be re$umed until the material position of languishing in capitivity. And during the rising in I.e Havre
the Russian workers has so greatly improved that they are better the defenders of capitalism again reaped their bloody harvest.
The streets of Berlin, are again red with the blood of
off than the average European and American WC?rker. Then t~e
example of the economic advantages of the Russum workers will workmen, and the fighters·'who opposed the monarchist ban1.s
arouse a revolutionary impetus, and there will be a renewed have been thrown into prison.
The leaders of Sovtet Bavarian are still languishing in the
.
surge .of revolution.
prisons, although three years have passed since the falf of the
In my opinion, comrades, this is nothing bEtter than a . Bavarian
Soviet government. Despite the amnesty, many
subtle forltl of opportunism,. thou~h such views are a~vanced by particip~tors
i~ the March action have not yet been liberat~d
many who are revolutionanly mmded and good soldiers of the from
pnson.
International. I will confine myself to a word or two upon the
In Finland the prisons are overflowing, there is no end
subject. It is an undoubted fact that the position of tht; Russi~n to arrest
and torti1J"e.
workers. is on the upgrade to-day. The upward tr~nd m Russia
In Esthonia, before and after the execution of our
is slow but it is unmistakable. No doubt a day will come when memorable comrade Kingissepp, the prisons have been kept filled
the eco~omic position of the Russian workers will be better than with representatives of the revolutionary proletariat.
that of the European workers which is ori the downgrade.. :r~e
In Latvia once more th@ gallows have been erected. -\1
upward trend in Russia is slow, but it is unmistakable. But It lS Comrade
KHaws-Klijawin is condenmed to death, and the fate of
· pure opportunism to say that it is impossible to .le~d a revo!u- • hundreds of arrested workers is not yet decided.
tionary struggle on the part of the workers of capttahst countnes
In "democratic" Poland the champions of Communism are ,
so long as Russian conditions remain difficult.
condemned to penal servitude under the old Czarist legislation.
The real Revolution will not be made by the workers in The bourgeois law courts trample on their own laws. The "imvarious countries because of an example drawn lrom other lands; mune'' deputy comrade Dombal has been condenmed to penal
it will not be made in any country because the workers there ~vy servitude and is already serving his term. The election comriththose in some other country who ~av~ more meat. TJte r~voluh_on tees are arrested without exception. More than 500 men lie in
will occur because the workers wtll find themselves m difficulties prison for having taken part in the election campaign, and in the
from which there is no exit without the overthrow of the bour- border countries a state of siege and martial law are declared.
geoisie. Consequently we must not allow those t'?n~s to beco~e
In Roumania people are murdered on the Qlft-cited excuse
dominant in our agitation which imply that there 1s an arrest m of "attempted flight", The tortures, employed in the prisons
the revolutionary movement. The Russian workers had far more during the hearings are such as- to arouse protest and indignation
numerous obstacles to overcome than_ those which impede the even in the bourgeoisie.
revolutionary progress of the workers in other lands. The revoluIn Jugoslavia arrests, tortures in the prisons, derision and
tionary workers all over the world ·will have the s~pport C?f t~e insultfor the workers, are the order of the day.
Russian workers. The Russian workers were the ftrst to rtse m •
In.Oreece the leallers of th~ proletariat are stilJ.languishing
revolt and they were opposed by the entire capitalist world. It m the pnsons, even after the so-called revolution.
have
will
country.
other
any
of
class
working
the
that
is unlikely
In Hungary the bloody Horthy government does net cease
such great difficulties to encounter. To the workm~ class with executions and torture.
Russian
the
of
throughout the world we must present the picure
In South Africa the English bourgeoisie rages against tile
proletariat in its true colours, speaking of the blockade, of hunger, workers' risings with the ubnost cruelty.
and of pestilence and of the greatness which triumphed over all
In democratic America, so proud of its liberties, the seveobstacles.· We dan now be satisfied that the Russian working rest punishments are meted out to those suspected of beionging
class, despite all its sufferings, is past the wor~t, and tha! from to the. Communist Party. The police of the American bourgeoisie
hour to hour, day to day, and mont~ to month, nnerovements.are destroys the trade unions, arrests hundreds of workers, d!sj::.oeo:s
coming. Such must be our concephon of the R1;1ss1an revolution; the strikers with swords and rubber truncheons.
this conception mu~t be the basis of all our tactics.
In India, •Egypt, and in all colonies, the very s!ig;E:s: s <~n
of discontent, the very slightest attempt to resist the. uncrici=d
exploitation, is suppressed by force of arms.
Comrades, in all these bloody transactions the Socia; L.~
To the Workers' Champions
mocrats are the accomplices of the bourgeoisie. It is they who
hold the working class back from fi~hting bf their deception::,
Imprisoned by Capitalism
and promises of reforms without fighting. It 1s they who unc~:-
Prisoners of capitalism! C~ampions .for the emanciJ?llti~n mine every action of the proletariat. It is they who distrac f1e
of the working class, throw~ mto chams by ~he capttaltst attention of the masses in one country from the ruthless (re~ .govenm•.ents. The representahves _of the revolutionary prole- ment of workers in other countries by the bourgeoisie. It is lhc.y
tario.t or the whole world, assembled m the fourth cong~ess of the who make breaches in the united front of the workers.
Comm•mist International, send their greetings to you ftrst of all.
Comrades, workers! The Communist Internationai ~oes
Comrades! From year to year the world congresses do not have to be initiated into making sacrifices. Every revo,t:bono;· to the revolutionary vanguards when they count the tionary conquest is bought with the blood of the fighters and
vidori:s of the working class, the victims of. the struggle, who founded on their sacrifice. ·The acuter the struggle, the greater
have puished ~neath Ihe h!lnd of the executione.r ox: have b~ the number of victims. But· even when human beings fall, the
thrown into pnson. And thts year, now that caplfal IS a!tacking . idea cannot die. Comrades, pris~ners in the caP.i;talist. pris~ns!
with united front, the merciless cruelty of the attack IS more To-day, the .day of ou~ great festlval, ~he great fifth a':ln~vers21'v
plainly revealed. Again the blood of the proletariat flows over of the Russtan revolution, we share wdh you our convtctJOn, our
the v.·hole capitalist world, everywhere where the proletariat is firmly rooted faith, that the hour is drawing near when the revofighting its "last fight" with its class enem}es; the best forces
lutionary proletariat will throw off the yoke of capitalism, and
decay in the prisons, the waves of the whtte terror flood all free itself from bon~age and exploitation, whf!t ~t wi!l shat!er
'capitalist countries.
the locks of your pnsons and welcome you agam mto 1ts ranKs.
!n Italy the Fascisti overpower the proletaf'iat with fire
you, its pride, its most highly honored comraaes.
and swor,l, destroy the trade union buildings, the buildings
Down with the capitalist executioners.
of t:1, '<·.wktrs, co. opera live societies and of. the party organs; m
Long live '- _the .fight· for the emancipation of the
fact lucy C:o Pol shrink from destroying the private dwellings of
working class!
thos~ i12; .. i:ng :ior the emancipation of the working class.
Long live the Social ~evolution-the liberator c-1 :;:e
who ,refused to fight
sailor~ of France,
·.• !· ·; ll:roic
ag< ;: _ 'J;: 1:ussia of the workers and peasants,· are still workers of all countries! -
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